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Neutron-scattering study of static antiferromagnetic correlations in La22xSrxCu12yZnyO4
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Neutron-scattering measurements have been performed to search for possible elastic incommensurate mag-
netic peaks in superconducting La22xSrxCuO4 with x50.10, 0.12, and 0.15. The most dramatic effects are
found for x50.12; in this case, the peak intensity first appears at the onset of superconductivityTc

(531 K). The resolution-limited peak width indicates that the static magnetic correlation length exceeds 200
Å isotropically in the CuO2 planes. Weak elastic peaks are also observed at low temperatures forx50.10 while
for x50.15 any incommensurate elastic scattering is below the limit of detectability. Elastic peaks are observed
in Zn-substituted nonsuperconducting La1.88Sr0.12Cu0.97Zn0.0304 . However, in this case, the Zn substitution
degrades the magnetic order; the peak appears at lower temperature~17 K! and the correlation length is shorter
~80 Å! than that in the Zn-freex50.12 sample.@S0163-1829~99!02909-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade spin fluctuations in the lamellar c
per oxides have been studied extensively in insulati
weakly metallic and superconducting samples.1 Experimen-
tal probes include muon spin resonance (mSR), nuclear
magnetic resonance~NMR!, and neutron scattering. Th
former two are local probes whereas the latter allows stu
as a function of both energy and momentum. These meas
ments have elucidated the magnetism of the two-dimensi
~2D! square lattice quantum Heisenberg antiferromagne
pure samples including Sr2CuO2Cl2 ~Ref. 2! and La2CuO4.3

Experiments on lightly doped La2CuO41d ~Refs. 4,5! and
La22xSrxCuO4 ~Ref. 6! have revealed crossover effects fro
the antiferromagnetic behavior to that of reentrant spin g
and spin glass behavior. Extensive studies have also b
carried out on the incommensurate spin fluctuations in su
conducting La2CuO41d ~Ref. 7! and La22xSrxCuO4 ~Refs.
1,8! (x>0.05).

In the vast majority of the neutron studies, the empha
has been on quasielastic measurements~that is, integrating
over energy! or true inelastic measurements. The latter,
particular, show significant effects at and below the sup
conducting transition temperature, especially for sample
La22xSrxCuO4 with x.0.15, the optimal doping value.9 Per-
haps surprisingly, only a limited number of true elastic ne
tron measurements probing the static magnetic order h
been carried out on the lamellar copper oxides. Early ela
measurements in single crystals of La2CuO41d with TN
5190 K ~Ref. 5! and ;100 K ~Ref. 4! as well as
La22xSrxCuO4 with x.0.04 revealed novel effects at low
temperatures. In each case, strong elastic scattering wa
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~9!/6517~7!/$15.00
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served at temperatures below;40 K with intensities which
increased progressively with decreasing temperature. In
antiferromagnetic samples, this 2D scattering was quite l
ranged, that is, it was resolution limited; it was associa
heuristically with the reentrant spin glass behavior4 albeit
with no real microscopic model. In La1.96Sr0.04CuO4 the elas-
tic scattering appeared at temperatures between 40 and
depending on the energy window and had a character
length identical within the errors to the measured instan
neous correlation length of;40 Å.6 In all of these cases
the elastic scattering as well as the quasielastic peaks w
commensurate.

Recently, rather dramatic elastic magnetic scattering
fects have been observed in samples of La1.62xNd0.4SrxCuO4

with x50.12, 0.15, and 0.20.10,11 These materials are all su
perconductors with onsetTc’s of ;4, 11, and 15 K, respec
tively. In each case, Tranquada and co-workers11 observe
elastic incommensurate magnetic peaks with onset temp
tures of;50, 46, and 15 K, respectively. Recent work11 has
shown that in thex50.12 sample the correlation lengt
reaches its maximum value at temperatures below;30 K.
Presumably the largerx samples also order at comparable
lower temperatures. The incommensurabilities are essent
identical to those of the corresponding dynamic fluctuatio
in samples of La22xSrxCuO4 with the samex.8 However,
there is one important difference between samples of a g
x with and without Nd. The former are tetragonal belo
;70 K whereas the latter retain the orthorhombic struct
~labeled LTO! down to the lowest temperatures measur
Tranquadaet al.11 speculate that the tetragonal structure@la-
beled low-temperature tetragonal~LTT! to distinguish it
6517 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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6518 PRB 59HIROYUKI KIMURA et al.
from the high-temperature tetragonal~HTT! structure# is es-
sential to the static incommensurate magnetic ordering
contrary interpretation has been given by Gotoet al.12 based
on their NMR studies of La22xSrxCuO4(x.0.115) and
La22xBaxCuO4(x.0.125).

Clearly, it is important to search for possible magne
ordering in superconducting samples which are orthorho
bic rather than tetragonal in order to determine the genera
of the effects and to elucidate which features are essentia
any such possible magnetic transitions. Of course, such s
ies will have important implications for any putative micr
scopic theoretical models.mSR ~Ref. 13! and NMR
measurements12 in La22xSrxCuO4 reveal static internal mag
netic fields with onset temperatures which are a maxim
for x.0.12. This suggests that one should concentrate
this region of the phase diagram. The first such meas
ments were carried out by Hirotaet al.14 on a sample of
La1.86Sr0.14Cu0.988Zn0.012O41d which could be made eithe
superconducting@Tc(max)519 K# or nonsuperconducting
by varying d. They indeed observe incommensurate sh
range magnetic order with a characteristic length of;80 Å
which appears below;40 K; the general behavior is th
same in superconducting and nonsuperconducting sam
Except for the incommensurability, their results are clos
similar to those of Keimeret al.6 in La1.96Sr0.04CuO4. More
recently, Suzukiet al.15 have obtained evidence for incom
mensurate magnetic order at low temperatures
La1.88Sr0.12CuO4 although no true elastic neutron-scatteri
measurements were carried out by them.

In this paper, we report elastic neutron-scattering stud
of the magnetic order in La1.88Sr0.12Cu12yZnyO4 both with-
out (y50) and with Zn (y50.03). We also report cursor
measurements in samples of La1.90Sr0.10CuO4 and
La1.85Sr0.15CuO4. This set of measurements, therefo
serves to elucidate the separate dependences of the mag
order in La22xSrxCu12yZnyO4 on hole concentration
throughx and Cu21 magnetic dilution throughy.

The format of this paper is as follows. A description
the sample preparation and characterization and other ex
mental details are given in Sec II. The results of the neutr
scattering experiments are described in Sec III. Section
contains a discussion of the results, especially in the con
of previous work.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Each of the single crystals used in the present experim
was grown by the traveling-solvent-floating-zone meth
Details of the method of crystal growth are give
elsewhere.16 The sizes of the crystals withx50.12 used in
the neutron-scattering measurements are 6f335 mm3 for
y50.00 and 7f330 mm3 for y50.03. As-grown crystals
are annealed under pure oxygen gas flow at 900 °C for 5
cooled down to 500 °C at a rate of 10 °C per h, kept for 5
at 500 °C and then cooled down slowly to room temperatu
Some measurements were also performed on samples
x50.10 and 0.15 andy50; the complete characterization o
these results is given elsewhere.8

The magnetic susceptibilities of thex50.12 samples were
measured with a superconducting quantum-interference
vice ~SQUID! magnetometer after cooling in zero field
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magnetic fields of 2 and 1000 G fory50.00 and 0.03, re-
spectively. As shown in Fig. 1, they50.00 crystal shows
bulk superconductivity withTc531.5 ~26.5 K! for the onset
~middle! temperature of the transition. Both of theseTc’s are
almost identical to the values obtained previously on pow
samples.13,17,18On the other hand, the Zn-substituted sam
(y50.03) shows no superconductivity; rather a Curie-Wei
like upturn appears in the susceptibility~inset of Fig. 1!.

The lattice constant for the Zn-freex50.12 sample along
the c axis was determined with an x-ray power diffract
meter to be 13.229 Å at room temperature. The pow
sample was prepared from a part of the single crystal use
the neutron-scattering measurements. The tetragona
orthorhombic structural phase transition temperatureTst was
determined by neutron-diffraction measurements in
single crystal to be 250 K from the temperature depende

of the (3
2 ,2 3

2 , 2! superlattice reflection. These values aga
agree well with previous results from ceramic19,20 and single
crystal8 samples.

Most of the neutron-scattering experiments were p
formed on the triple-axis spectrometers HER at a cold n
tron guide in JRR-3M in the Japan Atomic Energy Resea
Institute and SPINS in the National Institute of Standa
and Technology~NIST! Center for Neutron Research. Th
incident~HER! or final ~SPINS! neutron energy was fixed a
5.0 meV, and a Be filter was inserted in the incident~HER!
or scattered~SPINS! beam to reduce any higher-order co
tamination. To monochromatize and analyze the energy
the neutron beam, the (0, 0, 2) reflection of pyroly
graphite~PG! was used for both of the spectrometers. T
energy resolution for the elastic measurements in this exp
ment was about 0.2 meV full width at half maximum
~FWHM!. Throughout this paper, we use reciprocal latti
units ~rlu! for the HTT coordinate system, where the tw
short axes are defined as the distance between the nea
neighbor Cu atoms along the in-plane Cu-O bond. At lo
temperatures the average in-plane lattice constant ia
53.807 Å. We mounted both crystals in the (h, k, 0)

plane to scan all four peaks at (1
2 6e, 1

2 , 0) and (12 , 1
2

6e, 0). The crystals were mounted in aluminum contain
in which He gas was charged to act as a heat exchange

FIG. 1. Magnetic susceptibility measured after cooling in ze
field for single crystals withy50.00 ~filled circles! and y50.03
~open circles!. The inset shows the detailed temperature depende
of the susceptibility for they50.03 crystal.
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PRB 59 6519NEUTRON-SCATTERING STUDY OF STATIC . . .
top-loading liquid-He cryostat~ILL cryostat! was used to
control the temperature of the crystals between 1.4 and 5

III. RESULTS

Figures 2~a! and 2~b! show the elastic magnetic peak

around (12 , 1
2 ,0) for the x50.12, y50 sample for scans

along k and h. A scan for they50.03 sample alongh is
shown in Fig. 2~c!. In order to make it possible to compa
the peak-widths precisely, these two sets of data in Figs.~b!
and 2~c! were taken on the NIST spectrometer SPINS w
an identical configuration. Details of the spectrometer se
are shown at the top of all figures throughout this paper. T
short horizontal lines denote the instrumentalq resolution at
the peak positions. The values of the incommensurabilitye
50.119(1) ~rlu! for y50.00 and 0.117~1! for y50.03 are
almost identical and also equal within the errors to that of
dynamical spin correlations at the same Sr (x50.12)
concentration.8 A Gaussian line profile convoluted with th
instrumental resolution together with a constant backgro
is fit to eachq spectrum. The solid lines in Figs. 2~b! and

FIG. 2. Scans along (1
2 ,k,0) ~a! and (h, 1

2 ,0) ~b!, ~c! through the
incommensurate magnetic peaks atv50 meV; these were mea
sured on single crystals withy50.00 ~filled circles! ~a!, ~b! andy
50.03 ~open circles! ~c!. Measurements were done at 5 K~a!,~b!
and 2 K~c!. The direction of each scan is shown by the arrow in
inset of each figure. The solid lines in~b!,~c! are the results of fits of
Gaussians convoluted with the instrumental resolution as discu
in the text; the resolution is shown with a solid short line.
K.

p
e

e

d

2~c! represent the results of least square fitting. The intrin
peak widthks half width at half maximum~HWHM! is de-
termined to be,0.005 and 0.013~1! Å21, for the y50.00
and 0.03 samples, respectively. It should be noted that for
Zn-free sample, the observed peak width is close to the
strumentalq width. Accordingly, the static correlation lengt
js defined as the inverse ofks is determined to be.200 Å
for y50.00, and;80 Å for y50.03.

After normalizing the data by sample volume, we find th
the peak intensity is stronger for the Zn-free sample b
factor of about 2.5 compared with that for the Zn-substitu
crystal while the integrated intensities are comparable
rough evaluation of the size of the ordered moment, ac
rate to about a factor of 2 gives 0.1mB /Cu for both samples.
This value overlaps that inferred from NMR measureme
(;0.08mB /Cu), but appears to be smaller than that dedu
from mSR measurement (;0.3mB/Cu). Complete three-
dimensional scans as well as normalization of the do
sample magnetic Bragg scattering to that in pure La2CuO4 is
necessary to determine the ordered moment more preci
Such experiments are planned in the future.

In order to confirm that the elastic scattering is magne
we also carried out a cursory study of the scattering aro

the position (32 , 3
2 ,0) at 8 and 50 K in the sample withx

50. Sharp peaks are observed at 8 K at thepositions (32 , 3
2

6e,0) with e50.12 while at 50 K no scattering is observ
able above the background. The peak intensities observe

8 K at (3
2 , 3

2 6e,0) are about a factor of 4 less than those

the equivalent positions around (1
2 , 1

2 ,0). This is consistent
with the diminution expected from geometrical and magne
form factors. By contrast, for nuclear scattering the struct

factor should increase as Q2 which is ; 9 between (12 , 1
2

6e,0) and (32 , 3
2 6e,0). Weconclude, therefore, that the ob

served incommensurate elastic scattering is indeed mag
in origin.

Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of the1
2

2e,1
2, 0) peak intensity in bothx50.12 samples. The pea

first appears aroundTm530 K for the Zn-free sample, iden
tical within the errors to the onset temperatureTc of the
superconductivity. This onset temperature for the magn
order agrees approximately with the result from NMR~Ref.
15! but is slightly higher than that inferred frommSR.13 On
the other hand, for the Zn-substituted nonsuperconduc
sample, the broadened peak becomes observable b
about 17 K.

Q scans of the elastic magnetic peak were performed
the La1.88Sr0.12CuO4 sample to probe any anisotropy of th
peak shape in thea* -b* plane. The arrows in the right pan
els of Fig. 4 represent the four directions of the scans. As
Fig. 2, the solid lines represent the results of least square
of a Gaussian line shape convoluted with the instrume
resolution. The inverse correlation lengths parallel to thea
and b axes so obtained areka50.0055(11), andkb
50.0070(7) Å21 while those along the two diagonal direc
tions arek [110]50.0017(46) andk [11̄0]50.0054(25) Å21.
Therefore, theq width of the elastic peak is close to bein
resolution limited for all scan directions. We note that a
possible effects of the twin structure on the peak profiles
not included in the fits. Thus, these values forks represent

ed
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6520 PRB 59HIROYUKI KIMURA et al.
maximum possible values for the inverse correlation leng
Specifically, our results are consistent with true long ran
order in all directions.

We searched for possible superlattice peaks assoc
with any concomitant charge ordering as was observed
La1.62xNd0.4SrxCuO4 with x50.12.10,21,22However, no well-
defined peaks were found around (1, 122e,l ) and (2
22e, 0, l ) for l 50, and63.5. These are charge peak po

tions corresponding to the magnetic peaks at (1
2 2e, 1

2 , 0).
Of course, any such scattering due to charge ordering c
simply be below our level of detectability. We also carri
out two-axis energy integrating measurements alongl. These
also gave no detectable signal above the background.

Finally, we carried out some cursory measurements
determine if any of the La1.88Sr0.12CuO4 sample had trans
formed from the LTO to the LTT phase at low
temperatures.22–25 In the LTO phase, the reflections~1, 0, 0!
and~0, 1, 0! are both forbidden although there may be so
measurable intensity at these positions due to contamina
from double scattering or from higher order neutrons. In
LTT phase these two reflections, which become identical
tetragonal symmetry, are allowed and the calculated rela
intensity I (1, 0, 0)/I (2, 0, 0) is ;9.231025. Note that
here we continue to use the high-temperature tetragonal

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the incommensurate el

magnetic peak intensity atQ5( 1
2 2e, 1

2 ,0) for ~a! y50.00 ~filled
circles! and ~b! y50.03 ~open circles! crystals. Note that two dif-
ferent spectrometers, that is, HER and SPINS were used for ty
50.00 andy50.03 samples, respectively. The inset in each fig

shows peak profiles around (1
2 2e, 1

2 ,2) at high and low tempera
tures.
s.
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cell with lattice constanta.3.807 Å. The HTT to LTO
structural phase transition temperature is 250 K. Using
coarse collimation configuration we find peak intensit
I (1, 0, 0)53.33 counts/sec at 270 K andI (1, 0, 0!53.75
counts/sec at 8 K compared withI (2,0, 0)54.43105 counts/
sec. This corresponds to a volume fraction of any LTT ph
of at most 1%. Using a tight collimation configuration at
K, we find for the relative integrated intensit
I (0, 1, 0)/I (2, 0, 0)58.7x1027. If all of this scattering
were from the putative LTT phase, this would correspond
a LTT volume fraction of;1%. In fact, the observed~0, 1,
0! scattering at 8K most likely originates primarily from
double scattering and from higher order neutrons in the in
dent beam so that any LTT fraction must be much less t
1%.

We also report here some preliminary elastic measu
ments on samples of La22xSrxCuO4 with x50.10 andx
50.15. These measurements were carried on the SP
triple-axis spectrometer at NIST. The final energy was fix
at 5 meV and the spectrometer configuration was 3082808
2S2Be28082B for x50.10 and 30824082S2Be2408
2B for x50.15. HereS denotes the sample, Be the bery
lium filter, and B a blank collimator. The triple axis spec
trometer was set for zero energy transfer, that is, it was se

tic

e

FIG. 4. q dependence of the incommensurate magnetic pea
the crystal withy50.00 which was measured through the peak

Q5( 1
2 , 1

2 2e,0) at T55 K. The arrow in the inset of each figur
shows the direction of each scan. The solid line in each fig
shows the result of fitting a Gaussian profile convoluted with
instrumental resolution as discussed in the text. The solid short
in each figure shows the width of the resolution at the peak posit
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PRB 59 6521NEUTRON-SCATTERING STUDY OF STATIC . . .
detect elastic scattering with energy resolutions of 0.3 m
FWHM (x50.10) and 0.2 meV FWHM (x50.15). The
samples were mounted in the (h,k,0) zone and scans wer

carried out along (h, 1
2 ,0).

Results of scans atT51.5 K and T545 K for the x
50.10 sample withTc530 K are shown in Fig. 5~a!. As is
evident from the figure, weak incommensurate elastic s
tering is observed at 1.5 K. The temperature dependenc
the integrated intensity of the peak~five-point scans! is
shown in the inset of Fig. 5~a!. The onset temperature of th
elastic scattering appears to be near 15 K although m
complete and accurate data will be needed to determineTm
precisely. Similar data for thex50.15 sample with (Tc
538 K) are shown in Fig. 5~b!. In this case, the backgroun
is quite irregular so it is difficult to make a strong stateme
At this stage, we can only say that no significant incomm
surate elastic magnetic scattering is observed in thex
50.15 sample in the superconducting state.

IV. DISCUSSION

These experiments have evinced a number of res
which appear to be surprising. First, we have confirmed
inference of Suzukiet al.15 that there is long range incom
mensurate static magnetic order at low temperatures in
superconducting state in La1.88Sr0.12CuO4. Notably, the on-

FIG. 5. Scans along (h, h, 0) in La22xSrxCuO4 in samples
with x50.10 ~a! and x50.15 ~b! at T51.5 K and atT545 K(x
50.10) orT550 K(x50.15). The spectrometer configurations a
given in the figures. The inset in~a! gives the temperature depen
dence of the integrated intensity measured with five-point scan
V

t-
of

re

t.
-

lts
e

he

set temperatureTm for the spin density wave order coincide
with the superconducting transition temperatureTc to within
the errors. At the minimum, this demonstrates that the s
density wave and superconducting states are not in com
tion with each other, barring of course, the unlikely coin
dence that La1.88Sr0.12CuO4 is exactly at a bicritical point or
some other type of multicritical point in the phase diagra

Second, we find that La1.88Sr0.12CuO4 remains in the LTO
phase down to the lowest temperatures measured and
any LTT phase, either short or long range ordered, mus
present in concentrations below the 1% level. This confir
the assertion of Gotoet al.12 that magnetic order may occu
whether the material is orthorhombic or tetragonal. This i
plies, therefore, that the incommensurate spin density w
ordering in the superconducting state in these monola
high-Tc superconductors is a general phenomenon wh
does not depend on specific microscopic structural deta
Concomitantly, any theory of the combined superconduct
and magnetic order must be quite general.

In the La22xBaxCuO4 ~Refs. 22–24! and
La22y2xNdySrxCuO4 ~Ref. 25! systems which are tetragona
at low temperatures the superconductivity is suppres
aroundx.0.12. At the same time, the spin density wa
moment and ordering temperatures have their maximum
ues forx.0.12. This led previous investigators naturally
the conclusion that having the hole concentrations neap
. 1

8 as well as a tetragonal crystal structure were both es
tial for these phenomena. As noted above, our results sug
that the tetragonality does not play a crucial role. Howeve
seems that having a hole concentration nearp5 1

8 is indeed
fundamental for the static magnetic ordering. This was a
presaged by the work of Yamadaet al.8 who showed that the
low-energy dynamical coherence length was a maximum
p. 1

8 . The interplay of the magnetic order with the superco
ductivity is less clear. Although the onset temperature of
superconductivity in La1.88Sr0.12CuO4 is intermediate be-
tween that forx50.10 andx50.15, the midpoint tempera
ture of the superconducting transition is slightly suppress
One possible interpretation of these data is that there
sharp minimum inTc very close tox50.12 ~Ref. 12! and
that the higher onset temperature is due to the small grad
in the Sr concentration.8 This would suggest some subt
deleterious effect on the superconductivity for hole conc
trations nearp51/8.

We note that the incommensurate wave vector of
magnetic ordering for thex50.12 sample ise50.119
~1! rlu which is close to but not identical to the high ord
commensurate valuee50.125. In La1.62xNd0.4SrxCuO4,
Tranquada and co-workers11 also found incommen-
surabilities close to, but not identical to 1/8 while
La1.86Sr0.14Cu0.988Zn0.012O41d Hirota et al.14 find e50.132
~1! rlu. Clearly, therefore,e;1/8 is most stable, but stric
commensurability is not required. Current data for the orth
rhombic materials are not precise enough to allow one
make any statement about any possible anisotropy in
incommensurability in the two orthorhombic directions.

Our results in the Zn-doped samp
La1.88Sr0.12Cu0.97Zn0.0304 are similar to those of Hirota
et al.14 in La1.86Sr0.14Cu0.988Zn0.012041d . Specifically, the Zn
vitiates the spin density wave transition to long range ord
Instead, forx50.12 andy50.03 below;17 K an interme-
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6522 PRB 59HIROYUKI KIMURA et al.
diate range,;80 Å, spin density wave state develops. A Z
concentration of 0.03 is also sufficient to destroy the sup
conductivity entirely. In thex50.14, y50.012 sample, the
magnetic behavior is similar to that forx50.12, y50.03
while Hirota et al.14 find that the superconductivity in th
1.2% Zn crystal depends on the oxygen stoichiometry. P
sumably, varying the oxygen concentrationd changes both
the hole concentration and the integrity of the CuO2 planes.
In brief, therefore, replacement of Cu by Zn is destructive
both the superconductivity and the incommensurate s
density wave long range order. As argued by Hirotaet al.,14

Zn substitution may nevertheless serve to stabilize a s
range order incommensurate static spin density wave s
which might otherwise be purely dynamic. The short ran
magnetic order is naturally explained by noting that the Z
doped system should correspond to a two-dimensionalXY
model in a random field.

One question which we have not yet addressed is the
lationship of the incommensurate elastic magnetic scatte
observed in the superconducting samples with the comm
surate elastic scattering observed in samples with hole
centrations less than;0.05. For the latter, the onset temper
ture depends explicitly on the energy window; for examp
in Keimer’sx50.04 sample, the apparent transition tempe
ture varies from;40 K as deduced from the staggered s
ceptibility with a 0.9 meV energy window6 to ;7.2 K for
dc susceptibility measurements.26 This is prototypical behav-
ior for a glass transition. The one unusual feature in
experiment of Keimeret al.6 is that the elastic componen
correlation length coincides with the instantaneous corr
tion length.27 In La1.88Sr0.12CuO4, it appears that there is
regular second order mean field transition to true long ra
magnetic order.mSR or NMR measurements on the explic
sample studied in our neutron experiments would serve
test this assertion. Specifically, the transition tempera
should not depend on the energy window. It is possible t
the Zn doping will change the character of the transition
be more glasslike. This will be the subject of future resear
v
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As noted in Sec. III, we do not have any direct eviden
for charge ordering although more extensive and prec
measurements are required to rule it out. Our results sh
unambiguously that spin density wave and superconduc
order may be concordant. On the other hand, as emphas
by Emery and co-workers,28 in their stripe model charge den
sity wave ordering and superconductivity should be d
cordant. Clearly, therefore, further exploration of th
charge density degrees of freedom is required. Finally,
La1.88Sr0.12CuO4 the superconducting and magnetic tran
tions coincide. This has several possible explanations: firs
may be a simple coincidence, second, it could imply that t
sample sits at a special point in the phase diagram, or th
this may be generic behavior for incommensurate spin d
sity wave ordering in relatively clean samples with hole co
centrations near 1/8. Measurements on other systems su
low stage La2CuO41d will be necessary to probe the gene
ality of this result.
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